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SOT CHRISTINE CHADWICK(COVER W/HS KIDS WALKING INTO SCHOOL)BANNER - TEACHERS OF PROMISE          

(sot christine chadwick)
'I guess I have two main goals, one - just help the students learn problem solvinig skills -- just be able to have that impact on them so they're prepared for whatever life brings them.'
SOT CHRISTINE CHADWICKCG - CHRISTINE CHADWICK         SENIOR, ST. MARY'S COLLEGE OF MD

(sot christine chadwick)
'My other goal is that they'll have a love of science (BIG SMILE)
SOT DANIELLE GOLDSTEINMORE KIDS

(sot danielle goldstein)
'My mom was actually a speech pathologist, and getting to watch her, she does simple things like getting kids to make sounds ...
SOT DANIELLE GOLDSTEINCG - DANIELLE GOLDSTEIN         SENIOR, SALISBURY UNIVERSITY

(sot danielle goldstein + sound effx)
' .. simple as animal sounds such as a 'moo' or a 'cluck' or a 'quack' (she laughs nicely)
SOT DANIELLE GOLDSTEIN

(sot danielle goldstein)
' ... and just her excitement kind of excited me 'cause  you know, it is those little steps that help students achieve success, get to the top.'
KIDS IN CLASSROOM FROM PRE-SCHOOL -- READING

(narrator track)
young student teachers speak of what drives them to the classroom.
SOT DARLA STROUSECG - DARLA STROUSE         EXEC. DIR., OFFICE OF PARTNERSHIPS         & RECOGNITION

(sot darla strouse)
'The transition between being a student in college and a first-year teacher is totally overlooked....
EXT'S MARTIN'S WESTCG - MARTIN'S WEST         WOODLAWN, MD

(narrator track)
experienced educators -- 
SOT DARLA STROUSE

(sot darla strouse)
'and it is a HUGE transition.'
INSIDE THE BALLROOM

(narrator track)
talk about how to keep them there, and a program called 'teachers of promise.'


it pairs teachers of of the year, milken winners,  and teachers of achievement across maryland, with young incoming teachers about to get a full-time taste of the classroom.
SOT KIM OLIVER BURNIMCG - KIM OLIVER BURNIM         NATIONAL TEACHER OF THE YEAR,         2006

(sot kim oliver burnim)
'... I think it creates a positive energy and excitement for the teachers that they have somone to talk to ...'
SOT KIM OLIVER BURNIM

(sot kim oliver burnim)
'It's a win-win for everybody ...'
NAT FULL NANCY GRASMICK

(nat full nancy grasmick)
'i would do myself a favor if I were to sit down right now... (laughter) 
MORE INSIDE THE BALLROOM

(narrator track)
a win-win -- because experienced teachers help new ones... 


and as mentors, get excited all over again about what it means to be an educator.
SOT RON WOODEN

(sot ron wooden)
'... growing up in Philadelphia it was kinda challenging for me and I show them that in spite of your background or your situation, you can still be anything you want ot be...'
RON WOODEN INSIDE THE BALLROOM

(narrator track)
ron wooden relates to students.


and to student teachers.
SOT RON WOODENCG - RON WOODEN         TEACHER OF  THE YEAR, HARFORD         CO., 2008

(SOT RON WOODEN)
'I think it starts with modeling yourself and showing the students how passionate you are about your craft...'
NAT FULL NANCY GRASMICK

(nat full nancy grasmick)
'Teachers of Promise are the lifeblood...'
SOT MICHELLE SHEARERCG - MICHELLE SHEARER         MARYLAND TEACHER OF THE YEAR,          2011

(sot michelle shearer)
'We as teachers need to be equipped with the technology, the strategies, and the motivation and the desire to really reach every student so that they can really reach their full potential.'
MORE BALLROOM

(narrator track)
teachers of promise work with proteges  in the spring and summer before they start. 


the program includes a one-day institute and work online to help new teachers prepare. 


the idea has grown from 67 to 150 young teachers in five years with matching mentors from all over the state.
SOT DARLA STROUSE

(sot darla strouse)
'So this is a program that gives them a buddy, a very excellent teacher that they can ask questions of, they can get ideas from and that they can feel comfortable with and so it's a simple idea, but it's a fantastic idea.'
MSDE TV GRAPHIC

(narrator track)
this is msde tv.
CUT TO BLACK

(music sting full and fade)





